
School of Education

Scheme/Unit of Learning

Student Name: Eimear Dolan

Year: PME 1
Art History 5th Yr

Class Name: 5th Yr

Year group: 5th Yr

Class Profile: Mixed Ability

Theme: 20th Century Irish Art

Scenario: Introduction to 20th Century Irish Painting

Strand: Appreciation

Key Skills/ Statements of Learning:

N/A PME 1

Aim of Unit of Learning
- To gain an understanding of contemporary and historical visual culture and the language

that supports it through an exploration of examples of artworks, artists, art movements,
ideas and media within chronological settings as well as taking account of the use of
thematic approaches by artists across different periods of art.

- Painter: Roderic O’Conor - Irish Section - 20th Century Painter

- Painter: Jack B Yeats - Irish Section - 20th Century Painter

Learning Layers / Cross Curricular Links /Literacy & Numeracy (L)(O)(N)/ Wellbeing
FOR PME 1 ONLY ADDRESS LITERACY & NUMERACY

Literacy
Develop an awareness and understanding of the various art elements and design
principles. These terms and definitions will be embedded in each aspect of the
lesson.
Record their own thinking by note taking
Create word banks to identify Key Words
Mind mapping to generate concepts and unpacking Artists/Designers work
Drawing labelled diagrams to support their understanding of the topic
The ability to structure, compose and Draw in an Art History essay
To be able to make a point, explain it,discuss it and evaluate it.
Discuss key pieces of Art work under particular headings, eg
Technique,style,subject matter, construction...

Learning outcomes for Unit of Learning

Critical and Visual Language
● Students will be able to demonstrate fluency with formal vocabulary, artistic techniques and

procedures of art practice.

● Students will be able to communicate a critical understanding of past and present works of

art and visual objects from a diversity of cultures.

Visual culture and Appreciation
● Students will demonstrate an awareness of the diversity of form, content, and aims of art

over time and between cultures.

● Students will be able to perform competent visual analyses of art, being able to describe art

while employing Art Historical terminology.

● Students will be able to effectively research art and be able to synthesize and express the

resulting knowledge coherently.

● Students will recognize the value of a range of current and past art historical methodologies.



Numeracy
Scale
Key /Dates/Figures related to Artist/Designer
Composition, segments
Shape & Measurement of key pieces being discussed

SEN/AEN (Additional Education Needs) (Differentiation)

Strategies /resources for students with SEN/AEN

Identify sensory/literacy issues and resource appropriately

Differentiation for students at different levels of ability

Differentiate for the high achiever through interesting extension tasks and peer
learning opportunities

Managing Behaviours: Issues/Strategies

Identify issues – establish strategy to manage behavioural issues

Management of learning environment

Material management

Establishing a student charter – Rules/Fairness

Peer learning – group selection

Reward, affirm positive behaviour

Lesson No.  1
Date: 20/01/2020
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 40 mins (s)

Stage: Intro

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: Painting AH
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA) Demonstrate how to answer a LC HL AH Q

At the end of this lesson students should be able to…
- Students will demonstrate an effective knowledge of visual vocabulary appropriate to the Art

work of Roderic O’Connor

- They will recognize and understand 3 key pieces by O’Connor  and be able to assess the
qualities of works in relation to the Painting principles, eg. Construction, style and media.

- They will use innovative theoretical and methodological approaches to generate new
approaches to the history of Irish painting and the movements associated with this era.

- They will demonstrate skills necessary for effective preparation of artwork for public
presentation, using a variety of materials and techniques.

- Students will construct a portfolio of work that demonstrates their writing, and presentation
skills through verbal, written, and constructive exercises.



Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.
Key words: Fine Art , Irish painter, Impressionism , Landscape, Style of painting, Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and
influences
Resources: Video Source for Impressionism
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw

Support study:
Materials: Pencils, Paper
Introduction: Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Body of the Lesson:

Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:

Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

2 Pieces:

- Landscape, Pont-Aven, 1892, Roderic O’Conor

- Field of Corn Pont-Aven 1892, Roderic O’Conor

VA - Landscape, Pont-Aven, 1892, Roderic O’Conor

Question students:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw


1st Student Activity:
- Landscape, Pont-Aven, 1892, Roderic O’Conor

- Write down key phrases related to 1 of the pieces discussed.
- Create labeled Diagram

Evaluate & Question:
- Discuss this piece in regards to Style and subject matter
- What is your impression of the colours?

2nd Teacher Explanation / Demonstration:
Video Source for Impressionism

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw

Visual Aid (VA): Present own Labelled diagram of Field of Corn Pont - Aven
- Draw labelled diagram for the students
- Being realistic with regards to the level of detail achievable in the exam.

2nd Student Activity:
- Field of Corn Pont-Aven 1892, Roderic O’Conor

- Write down key phrases related to 1 of the pieces discussed.
- Create labeled Diagram

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw


Evaluate & Question:
- How did you find doing the illustration ?
- Will you be convenient to recreate this in an exam?

Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
A further 2 pieces by Roderic O’Conor

Reflection
Students were very reserved about starting AH , they have not done a huge amount so far. This was a nice way to ease them into the Appreciation aspect of
LC AH. They engaged well once what we would be covering was explained and started off with the PP on ROC. this class was carried out in a lecture style
and it didn't work for me and the students. In the next one I am going to cry a circle style and discussion based.

Homework doesn't really exist in this class, so I tried  to set some written work and check it in the next class.

In regards to learning intentions; students engaged, started to expand on their vocab for AH, and looked at 3 key pieces by ROC .

Lesson No. 2
Date: 27/01/2020
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 40 mins (s)

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: AH
Process:
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA) Demonstrate how to answer LC HL AH Q

At the end of this lesson students should be able to…
- Students will demonstrate an effective knowledge of visual vocabulary appropriate to the Art

work of Roderic O’Connor

- They will recognize and understand 3 key pieces by O’Connor  and be able to assess the
qualities of works in relation to the Painting principles, eg. Construction, style and media.

- They will use innovative theoretical and methodological approaches to generate new
approaches to the history of Irish painting and the movements associated with this era.



- Students will be able to structure an essay around the life and work of ROC and discuss 2
pieces in detail

- Students will be able to examine and understand the layout of the Appreciation section of an
LC exam question. .

Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.
Key words: Fine Art , Irish painter, Impressionism , Landscape, Style of painting, Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and
influences
Resources: Video Source for Impressionism
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw

Support study:
Materials: Pencils, Paper
Introduction: Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Body of the Lesson:

Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:
Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

2 Pieces:

- Orange Rocks and Sea c. 1898/9, Roderic O’Conor

- Blue Sea and Red Rocks, Brittany c. 1898/9, Roderic O’Conor

VA - Orange Rocks and Sea c. 1898/9, Roderic O’Conor

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw


Question students:

- What is happening in the pictures?
- What objects seem far away in the pictures? How do you think the artists made them seem far away?
- What do you like most about these paintings?
- Is there anything you don't like about these paintings?
- Pretend that you are inside the pictures. How do they make you feel?
- If the paintings could have sound as well, what would it be?
- Why do you think the artists made these paintings? What makes you think this?

1st Student Activity:
- Orange Rocks and Sea c. 1898/9, Roderic O’Conor

- Write down key phrases related to 1 of the pieces discussed.
- Create labeled Diagram

Evaluate & Question:
- Discuss this piece in regards to Style and subject matter
- What is your impression of the colours?

2nd Teacher Explanation / Demonstration:
Video Source for Impressionism

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJthUa536Hw


2nd Student Activity:
- Blue Sea and Red Rocks, Brittany c. 1898/9, Roderic O’Conor

- Write down key phrases related to 1 of the pieces discussed.
- Create labeled Diagram

3rd Teacher Explanation/ Demo
- Structuring an essay / 2011 HL Example

Groups Task:
- Structuring an essay together

Evaluate & Question:
- How did you find the illustration ?
- Will you be confident  to recreate this in an exam?

Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Follow on Lesson
Review of AH covered: looking at answering an Exam Q



Reflection
We did a quick recap of the previous lesson, students seemed to be confident about ROC and some of his work.
The group circle and discussion style worked a lot better with the students, I was able to ask more questions and they seemed more relaxed when it came to
answering questions. I will do this in future with small groups.
I will need to set more written work for this group, handouts for H/W.

Recapping how I feel Roderic O’Conor went, I looked at him in Isolation more or less,  though I did mention work from Van Gogh & Gaugin and in more
detail a comparison and contrast with Amiet. I think there needed to be more of a cultural aspect to help students really relate to both societies at the time,
a link to styles in regards to painting and art. I should have introduced an art timeline earlier on. I will do this in the next stage when looking at Jack B yeats.

Lesson No. 3
Date: 02/03/2020
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 40 mins (s)

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: AH
Process:  PP, open Discussion, Practical task
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA)

At the end of this lesson students should be able to…
- Students will demonstrate an effective knowledge of visual vocabulary appropriate to the

Artwork of Jack B Yeats

- qualities of works in relation to the Painting principles, eg. Construction, style and media.

- They will use innovative theoretical and methodological approaches to generate new
approaches to the history of Irish painting and the movements associated with this era.

- Students will be able to demonstrate the painting technique - Impasto  used by both ROC
and JBY

- Understand the term Impasto, oil on canvas



Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.
Key words: Fine Art , Irish painter, Impressionism , Landscape, Style of painting, Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and
influences
Resources: National Gallery of Ireland, IMMA exhibition ‘ Freud & Yeats”

Support study: Roderic O’Connor
Materials: Pencils, Paper, handouts, paint , palette knife, Timeline
Introduction:

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.
Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

Body of the Lesson:

1st (TA) Explanation:

- Take the students through the PP / Bio regarding Yeats, looking at the cultural context of the time
- Mentioning his personal background, significance, how he worked SKETCHBOOKS
- Show students a series of his sketchbook images
- Linking this to their practical projects...drawing and thought process ( embroidery project)
- Looking at 1 piece in detail under theme, subject matter, style and media

Piece 1 : The Singing Horseman 1949



Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:
Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

VA - Teacher’s Sketchbooks / Painting techniques

Questioning strategy:
- Does Yeats capture the excitement of the moment? How does he do this?
- The colours used are generally vibrant and loud, what contrasting colours can you find? What do they do in the painting?
- If this image were a photograph, where would the photographer have to be? What sensation do you get from the angle at which this

was painted?
- Diagonals in a composition add movement and energy to a painting, what else do you find interesting about the composition?
- Look at the brush marks that make up the layered paint, blocked areas, how do you think they were made? How are they different

from the painting of the figures? Why do you think they are painted in different ways?

2nd Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:

Impasto: Go through the defintion, explanation of what this technique is
Impasto is a technique used in painting, where paint is laid on an area of the surface in very thick layers, usually thick enough that the brush
or painting-knife strokes are visible. Paint can also be mixed right on the canvas. When dry, impasto provides texture; the paint appears to be
coming out of the canvas.

- how and where Yeats uses it..
- With a palette knife and cardboard piece demo how it may have been achieved ( With acrylic as it will dry quicker)
- Show mixing of some primary colours, explain the freedom of impasto, building a surface texture on the paper

Visual Aid (VA): Present own Impasto technique

1st Student Activity: (10/15mins)
- On hand out students to attempt Impasto technique with cardboard pieces
- By selecting 3 colours from the painting
- Mix them to create a colour story that relates to the painting

Evaluate & Question:
- Discuss this piece in regards to Style and subject matter
- What is your impression of the colours?
- Could we compare and contrast ROC to JBY having looked at a painting ?



Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.
Homework: research “ The liffey swim and do a compare and contrast based on what we looked at today

- Subject matter
- Technique
- Colour
- Theme ( In your opinion )

Follow on Lesson : Looking at another Jack B Yeat’s Painting: Curiturial exercise with students in conjunction with Roderic O’Connor

Reflection
I had an inspection during this lesson. It went to plan in terms of covering what I had planned, areas and in the detail I wanted to.
In regards what I need to work on and will implement in  the follow on lesson :

Classroom management: I will not use PP - I will have students working in groups for a more inclusive environment and focused on task - as it was hard to
see the board the last time, something so simple that I failed to notice.

Terminology / Key words: I would like to address key words more and ensure students understand the meaning and can use them in context to the topic in
the classroom. It is easy as a student teacher to forget your audience may not be as understanding of particular words as we are ourselves.

Curatorial Exercise: For the next lesson I am going to pair back on my previous approach of looking at technique, style, medium, theme etc ( exam focused)
and allow the students to explore more of thematic/gallery style approach, very much focusing on the students voice. I need to stop talking as much.

Lesson No.  4
Date: 09/03/2020
Lesson type: (S) or (D)

Time: 40 mins (s)

Stage: Continuous

Teaching & Learning Content Learning Intentions

AEDP: Painting AH
Process: PP, open Discussion, Practical task
(Teacher Activity (TA ) & Student Learning Activity
(SLA)

At the end of this lesson students should be able to

- Know who Jack.B Yeats is, understand his bio, find a link to him in work regards Irish

History and Art.

- Recognise his painting ‘ Grief’’ in a curatorial aspect
- Understand the term curatorial / Curator & Archive
- Be confident in grouping paintings together in regards to  either

Theme/Narrative/subject matter..



- Be able to justify grouping particular paintings together by Roderic O’Connor and
Jack B Yeats

- Successfully work in groups chosen by the teacher

Teaching methods

and student learning

activities:

including

Resources (SS, VA etc)

Differentiation

Evaluation

Entry System:
Greet students, take roll, Review previous lessons.
Key words: Fine Art , Irish painter, Landscape, Style of painting, Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

Resources:
National Gallery of Ireland, IMMA exhibition ‘ Freud & Yeats”

Support study: Roderic O’Connor
Materials: Paint, palette knife, cardboard , handout with notes
Introduction: Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences

Overview of the lesson and expected outcome (accompanied by Visual Aid) refer to learning intentions specific to lesson.

Body of the Lesson:

Teacher Activity (TA) Explanation:

- Recapping over the previous lesson, looking at the timeline once again, exploring the more social and lifestyle of Yeat’s work
- The landscape, Dublin City compared to the Countryside of the West of Ireland
- The difference in city life compared to country life - Creating a link for students in Today's society
- Discussing modern lifestyle, society, how we live our day to day lives
- Background,Style, subject matter, materials/media, techniques and influences:
- Addressing the meaning of an archive/ Museum/ capturing a moment/ Curatorial/ Curator
- Recap on ROC’s work, in regards what was discussed in relation to lifestyle, living in France, his upbring/bio compared to Yeats, social

influences, style of work
- Example themes of “county life in Ireland compared to Pont Avion” / City life / Rural life / Societies and what they entail / Landscape

Looking at hand out and not using the PowerPoint

- Greif - 1951



1st Student Activity:
- Study their hand out..labelling the diagram along with the class questions and discussion.

2nd Teacher Explanation / Demonstration:

Curiturial Exercise / Task  - to create a 'simulated gallery'
- Go through the meaning of a Curator & and an archive
- Printable images of his paintings

Give them a brief of what the task will include:

Brief
-As curators, each group is responsible for choosing a selection of work to display in a room
- Students into groups they must select 3/4 works by Jack B Yeats and Roderic O’Connor
- Yeats in conversation with O’Connor
- The selection of work they choose must connect by a theme or Narrative/ subject matter/ technique/ colour
place their choices on a page:
Example of themes that have been discussed:

- County life in Ireland compared to Pont Avion” / City life / Rural life / Societies and what they entail / Landscape
-One of the group records their responses as to how the works connect
-They will select  on an overall theme for the selection of works
-  Place their chosen works 3 to 4 per group under a chosen theme and then we unpack the theme and selections as a group

There are 11 students in the class, at most there is 9/10 in so there ; will be 3 groups of 3 and one group of 4 if needs be.
Evaluate & Question:



- What is your group's theme , why did you settle on this ?
- Explain to us your selection and go into detail about one painting.
- If you were a curtater in an Art Gallery, would you hand Yeats next to O’Connor?
- What would be your overhanging theme and why?
- How do they link , is it theme related? Cultural ? Style? Technique ?

Conclusion: Review of learning intentions/success criteria, what did we achieve today and discussion about the next stage in the unit of
learning.
Exit strategy: Management of storage of pupil work, delegation and organisation of tidy up and student exit.

Reflection

Timing in this class was off as it did run over into the 2nd class - practical one. But only because the students were enjoying it and were so engaged and it
was the last AH class. I would have 3 on Jack B Yeats with them, but I was sick one Monday.

I was  glad that I led away from a heavy exam focused approach to this as I wanted the students to enjoy a more relaxed approach of viewing, discussing and
learning about Art, also making their own decision and having their own opinion.  They engaged well with it, they are a small group so it was easy enough to
have them set up in groups and work amongst them, rather than them following me. It was very much a student voice led class and activity.

Going forward, I would have another intro lesson into this approach as I think it was a little out of the blue to my usual style lesson and what the students
are used to.




